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The September meeting of the R.A.S.C. Edmonton Centre will be held on Thursday,
September 13th, at 8:15 pm in the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium. Bill Burley will give a
short talk on Communications in the Space Age. His talk will be most timely, following
the dramatic inter-continental television programs - made possible by the Telstar Relay
Satellite.

Eldon Rogers, an ex-Calgary member now living in Edmonton, will comment further
on the Space Age, including the latest Soviet achievement of manned twin satellites, and
Mariner 2's space flight to Venus.
Mr. Rogers will also talk about the tracking of
orbital satellites. For this, he is well qualified, as he was in charge of the Calgary
Centre1% successful *'?!r>eT;?rjteh" program until his move to Edmonton.
It promises to be an interesting evening.
*******

STAR NIGHT, 1962
For the second consecutive year, the Edmonton Centre of the R.A.S.C. has sponsored
a public Star Night. Star Night this summer was held on August 10th and 11th, and proved

to be another considerable success.

As in the previous star parties, brief (20 minute)

planetarium shows were presented to the visitors. While inside the planetarium, the
public had an opportunity to see the various displays set up by the R.A.S.C. depicting
the activities of an amateur astronomical organization. These included an exhibit manned
"'.yj Rickey Salmon of the Observers' Group on the making of telescope mirrors. A feature
exhibit on Star Night was the original transit telescope used in 1872 to map the United
States - Canadian border. The telescope is on loan to the Planetarium courtesy the
National Research Council, and the Ottawa Centre, R.A.S.C. Observers' Group.
In order to minimize the problem of mosquitos this year, it was decided to show
the open aiy nwi«8 inside a large tent - rented from a local firm. The expense involved
was considerable, and cut down the Star Night profits. However, the innovation proved to

be most popular with the public.

It aided in the alleviation of the wind problem, and

also helped to control the crowd, A featured motion picture was "Universe" - a film that
left many of our visitors spellbound about the wonders of the Universe. A tip of the hat
again this year, to Alex Stockwell for his services in running the films on both evenings.

Of of the main Star Night features was the viewing of celestial objects through
telescopes set up in the oval opposite the planetarium entrance. Views of the gibbous
moon, Jupiter, Saturn, star clusters, nebulae, and galaxies were presented to the 600 - odd
visitors on both evenings - through telescopes ranging from two - inch refractors, to
Edgar Stong's six - inch reflecting telescope.
The observers who manned the telescopes are to be commended for their perseverance
throughout the continuous onslaught of mosquitos.
continued
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STAR NIGHT, continued.

An observing highlight of the two evenings was the Perseid Meteor Shower. This
year's event was hindered somewhat by the gibbous moon - but nevertheless, provided many
visitors with a view of a meteor's plunge through the atmosphere.

A leaflet describing the work of the R.A.S.C. was distributed to all Star Night

patrons.

Extra copies of the leaflet are available, and may be obtained at the Planetarium.
After expenses, the Centre netted approximately $80.00.

It seems like a great

deal of work for the relatively small profit involved - and yet, members will agree that
the service to the public involved, by far outweighs the consideration of monetary gains
through the venture.

A program like Star Night could not be a successful one, without the aid of many
dedicated members.

Those who assisted in either the planning, or staging of Star Night

this year were: Dr. Taylor, Professor and Mrs. Keeping, Ian, Adrienne, and Oscar McLennan,
Fred and Peggy Jensen, and Messers. Loehde, Allin, Beattie, Stong, Cable, Williams, Burley,
Stockwell, Harrington, Robb, Marliss, Salmon, Shade, Finley, Olson, Ferguson, Nacuk,
Pederson, Tait, Mealing, and MacGregor. (We hope no-one has been forgotten on this list,
and ii so, our apologies.)
A surprise visitor at Star Night was Mr. V.C. Williams, a member of the Centre in
previous years. We hope he will be able to attend some of our forthcoming meetings.
*******

R.A.S.C. SUMMER PICNIC.

The revival of an old tradition in the Edmonton Centre, the staging of a summer

picnic and observing party, proved to be most successful, thanks to the gracious hospitality
of our hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Alex Stockwell. A number of members ventured out to Coal Point
on Lake Wabamun - about $0 miles west of Edmonton - to the lake-side cottage of the

Stockwell's, on Saturday, August l*th.

Aquarius, the water bearer, tipped his jar - and it rained throughout most of
the afternoon. Owing to the rain, the observing part of the program was curtailed, and
the sixteen members present stayed indoors enjoying the wonderful spirit of friendship
that is aojsssoti wsong people nth an interest in astronomy.
Alex Stockwell failed in his attempt to send Franklin Loehde in to the northern

muskeg, (at his own expense) to survey possible sites for the forthcoming 1963 total solar
eclipse.

It was a bad day for Franklin all around:

Earlier, the bearded outdoorsman was

frustrated in an attempt to set up an outdoor barbeque stand in the rain.

The 1962 summer picnic gave members of the Centre an opportunity to say good-bye
our Honorary President, and Mrs. Keeping who have by now left for Oklahoma, where Mr.
Keeping will be a visiting professor of mathematics. The Keepings were presented with a
travelling alarm clock, with the best wishes of the Edmonton Centre.
Members who attended the picnic were:

Tom Beattie, John Day, Sr«, and John Day, Jr.,

Gary Finley, Fred, Peggy, and Lorraine Jensen, Professor and Mrs. Keeping, Franklin Loehde,
Ian and Adrienne McLennan, Art Pederson and father, Rickey Salmon, and Mr. and Mrs. Stockwell.
Incidentally, "Wabamun" means 'Lake of Many Stars.'

Indians gave it this name

because of the clear reflections of the stars in the water at night.
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The ever-expanding skyline of the city of
Edmonton now boasts an astronomical
THE

WILLIAM J. P. CABLE
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY

observatory. Of course, it is not the
large public observatory we all hope to
see located in the city in the near
future...but a small private observatory
built by one of our most active members,
Bill Cable. The back-yard observatory
houses Bill's l*-inch reflecting telescope,
and is designed primarily to shield the
observer from the icy winter winds we can
expect in the next few months.
Members of the society who have visited
Bill in the past few weeks have been most

impressed with the fine construction of
the little building. It features a number
of hinged sections that can be folded
outwards to reveal any desired area of
the night sky. The sections also act as
shields from the bright street lights in
the neighborhood.
Other features in Bill's private obser

vatory include a radio set used to receive
time signals from America's WWV, and its
Canadian counterpart - CHU - the Dominion
Observatory Time Signal Service from
Ottawa.

Incidentally, Bill Cable's house no longer
has a fence surrounding it.
it.'

You guessed

Bill used the materials from his

fence to build the observatory.
Bill has extended an open invitation to
R.A.S.C. members to visit the observatoryand to spend an evening to view the won
ders of astronomy through his telescope.
OBSERVERS REPORT - W. J. P. Cable

The Observers group is becoming more active in various fields.

Aurora reports are

being sent in and the lunar meteor watch is going on. Jupiter is now coming in to position
for early evening observing. The Pleiades are now up in the east before midnight and Orion
is spectacular just before sunrise.

The evening sky is becoming more interesting, due perhaps to the fact that it is
becoming dark at an increasingly earlier hour. The aurora is becoming more predominant and
already several spectacular displays have been recorded. This brings up a point for mem
bers to think about: The aurora is an important phase of the observing program.

No instru

ments are required and displays are easily recorded, leaving no reason why every member of
this centre cannot be active in this field.

Contact Franklin or myself for more information.

The Observers group members are now proficient at recognizing cloud formations. For
those who wonder if the stars still shine, they are generally on display from 2-1* a.m.;
then the clouds take over again.
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FAREWELL TO EARL MILTON

Members of the Edmonton Centre this month are bidding farewell to one of the

strongest supporters our Society has known through the years. The move to
another city is necessary for Earl as he climbs another step up on what we all
hope will be a tall ladder of success. Earl Milton came to the Edmonton Centre
from Montreal in 191*9, and within a very short time, had organized the Observers'
group of the centre into one of the most active in North America.
In recognition of his devotion to the objectives of the Society, Earl was event
ually elected president of the Edmonton Centre, after moving up through the ranks
of the council and executive.

Earl was chosen by our Centre on a number of success*

ive occasions to represent Edmonton on the National Council of the R.A.S.C.

The recognition of his work was not confined to Edmonton, as in I960, Earl's work
in Astronomy was officially recognized by the presentation to him of the Chant

Medal, by the late Dr. Andrew McKeller - himself a loyal friend of the Society.
This month, Earl receives his Ph.D. in Chemistry from the University of Alberta,
where he has studied since coming to Edmonton.

From here, he moves to Ottawa,

to assume a position under Dr. Peter Millman in the National Research Council.
Earl's varied interests, his enthusiasm, and his dedication to whatever job he

tackles, will surely prove an asset to the N.R.C., and to wider circles which will
be influenced by his work in the future.

His work in Edmonton will not be forgotten by those of us who have had the sincere

privilege of knowing and working with Earl. We wish him well, and hope he remem
bers his many friends "out west".
Ian McLennan.

The stars, a jolly company,

I envied, straying late and lonely,
This charming poem was
introduced to Edmonton

Centre members by Mrs.
E.S. Keeping — at the

And cried upon their revelry,
"Oh white companionship J You only

In love, in faith, unbroken dwell,
Friends, radiant and inseparable ! "

R.A.S.C. Summer Picnic

August Uth.
Light heart and glad, they seemed to me,

And merry comrades.

(Even so

God out of heaven may laugh to see
The happy crowds, and never know
That in his lone obscure distress

Each walketh in a wilderness.)

Late Word from Ottawa:

Dr. C.S. Beals, Canada's
Dominion Astronomer has

been named president of
the American Astronomical

Society.

He is the first

But I, remembering, pitied well
And loved them, who, with lonely light
In empty infinite spaces dwell,
Disconsolate; for all the night

I hear the thin, gnat - voices cry
Star to faint star, across the sky.

Canadian to hold that

position.

,RUPERT BROOKES'

JNotes.
Edmonton"8 "Theatre of the Stars"

continues to enjoy a considerable
measure of success, as it moves this
/month into its third year of operat

ion.

Since September, I960, many

thousands of Northern Albertans and

visitors have enjoyed presentations
in the astronomical theatre.

The

popularity of week-end demonstrations
has prompted a revision of the Sunday
schedule to three shows from two.

They are now presented Sundays at

sOO, 3°00 and l*sOO p.m.

In addition,

shows will be held Thursday evenings
beginning with the popular Star of
Christmas offering,
A number of improvements will soon be
made to the planetariums Air condit
ioning is being designed for the
building, and the rough surface tex
ture of the inside dome will be

smoothed out very shortly. The vent
ilator at the dome's apex will also be
removed. Within the next week, the
outer dome will be flood-lit at night,
while a patio featuring the zodiac
outlines will enhance the beauty of
the area immediately outside the
planetarium, entrance. Cloakroom
facilities are also being expanded.

Bill Cable has been engaged by the City to design a series of special effects project
ors. These will include systems to recreate the aurorae, supernovae, halos, rainbows,

thunderstorms, moon-lit clouds, revolving double stars, an animated solar eclipse, and
a number of other visual effects.

An extensive article regarding the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium appeared in a recent

issue of Sky and Telescope, and drew considerable response from other centres, including
a number of cities interested in establishing planetarium operations.

Reprints of the

article will be available shortly, and will be sent to members of the Centre with the
compliments of the City of Edmonton Parks and Recreation Department,
Visitors to the planetarium since the May General Assembly have included Mr. Alf.

Donnelly from the Montreal Centre of the R.A.S.C, Mr. Henry Lee from the Windsor Centre
Prof. Walter Stilwell from Calgary, and G. R. Thompson from the Regina Astronomical

Society. Another recent visitor was Peter Broughton from the University of Toronto a summer observer at the Meanook Meteor Observatory,

An observer from the Edmonton

Centre from days gone by, Arthur Dalton from Hamilton, also paid a visit in the past

week, renewing the warm friendships of his former observing days in Edmonton.

SfllBtBT, S«pt*ri»r, V&Z,
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NOTES FROM NATIONAL

The Regina Astronomical Society has sent a proposal to the R.A.S.C. headquarters
regarding affiliation with our organization. The communication has been referred to
Dr. J.F. Heard for study. Dr. Heard has expressed the view that the affiliation should be
of limited duration - not over five years - in order to encourage the formation of a
Regina Centre of the R.A.S.C. Members of the Edmonton Centre will watch with keen interest
these developments. A large representation from the Regina Society attended the General
Assembly here in May. The enthusiasm and friendliness of this fine group of people made a
deep impression on our members. It is to be hoped that closer ties with the Society in the
future will result from these early deliberations.

The National Council has approved a sum of $82.11 to be sent to the Edmonton Centre.
This amount covers approximately half of the miscellaneous expenses involved in staging the

1962 General Assembly in Edmonton.
Edmonton's mayor, Dr. Roper has sent a letter to the National Council, in apprecia
tion of his election to membership in the Society.

The next meeting of the National Council will be held on Friday, September 28th, at
i College Street, Toronto.

At a buffet supper preceding the meeting, the Society Gold

Medal for 1962 will be presented to Mr. John R. Percy of the University of Toronto.
The R.A.S.C. has recently donated publications to the library of the Israel
Institute of Technology.

A. note will be included in the 1963 edition of the Observer's Handbook indicating
that larger star maps will be available on request from the National Office.
EDMONTON CENTRE BRIEFS:

Mr. Tom Laviolette, another ex-Calgary member now residing in Edmonton, has expressed
an interest in working on the new observatory project. He is currently working with the
president, Ian McLennan, on ideas for basic architectural design. All members are urged to
submit ideas regarding the new observatory.
A reminder that the Annual Meeting of the Edmonton Centre is only a month away.
The banquet meeting will be held on Thursday, October 11th. We hope to have a good turn-out
for the beaquet, so make your plans now.

A number of people have expressed an interest in the R.A.S.C. recently.

Some of

these include: Rev. G.B. McClintock, Mr. Bob Humphries, Mr. Fred Tauber, Mr. Roger Brlncker,
Mrs. D.W.R. Wilson, Mr. Clifford Rhodes, Mr. Alex Anderson, Mr. R.A. Baxter, Mr. Robert
Buckley, and Mr. Garth McNeill.

We hope these people will be able to attend some of our

future meetings, and that they enjoy a happy association with the Society.
Assembly;

The Edmonton Centre is preparing a booklet of highlights from the 1962 General
it will be donated to the National Library for the Society's archives.
Stardust,
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